Intra-operative MRI vs endoscopy in achieving gross total resection of pituitary adenomas: a systematic review.
Intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (iMRI) is a technology that may improve rates of gross total resection (GTR) for pituitary adenomas. The endoscope is another less expensive technology, which also may maximize resection rates. A direct comparison of these approaches and their additive benefit has never been performed. A systematic review was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) standard. PubMed and Embase databases were searched for studies that examined GTR for pituitary adenoma resection with either endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery (eTSS), microscopic transsphenoidal surgery with iMRI (mTSS + iMRI), or endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery with iMRI (eTSS + iMRI). Eighty-five studies that reported GTR rates in 7124 pituitary adenoma patients were identified. For all pituitary adenomas, eTSS had a pooled proportion of GTR of 68.9% (95% CI 64.7-73.0%) which was similar to that of mTSS + iMRI (GTR 68.3%; 95% CI = 59.4-76.5%) and eTSS + iMRI (GTR 70.7%; 95% CI = 56.9-89.6%). For the subgroup of pituitary macroadenomas, pooled proportions for GTR were similar between eTSS and mTSS + iMRI (eTSS: GTR 59.4%; 95% CI = 49.6-68.7% vs mTSS + iMRI: GTR 68.8%; 95% CI = 57.3-79.3%), and higher for eTSS + iMRI (81.1%; 95% CI = 75.5-86.2%). The post-operative CSF leak proportion for eTSS (4.7%; 95% CI = 3.6-5.9%) was similar to that for eTSS + iMRI (3.7%; 95% CI = 1.6-6.5%) and mTSS + iMRI (4.6%; 95% CI = 2.0-8.3%). No direct statistical comparisons could be performed. Final GTR proportions are similar whether the surgeon uses a microscope supplemented with iMRI or endoscope with or without iMRI. The benefit of the two technologies may be complementary for macroadenomas. These findings are important to consider when comparing the efficacy of different technical strategies in the management of pituitary adenomas.